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Forestalling Water Wars: Returning to Our (Grass) Roots∗
This paper addresses potentially violent conflict over our water rights—inherent individual and
communal rights that are being eroded by a recent trend to privatize water resources. Loss of rights to
water destabilizes civil society. With peace building in mind, I propose that structured public participation in
civil society is fundamental to assuring each person’s right to enough water to sustain life. Such a right
does not, de facto, provide any means for obtaining water; assurances are ever under threat from those
driven by power and greed, or who simply shirk their sociopolitical responsibilities. This paper leans away
from deceptive, manipulative practices seen in privatizing business practices and inclines towards
responsible, responsive and, above all, inclusive governance.
Countering privatizing forces are local communities ready to fight for their rights. I look at what is
happening to obviate such rights, at who seeks privatization, and why; I also glance at a examples around
our world, but especially at the situation in Latin America, including a case study covering Bolivia’s Water
War of a few years back. It will become obvious that with regard to water resources and management, topdown governance must yield to bottom-up input from local society. A grassroots, or community-based
agenda acknowledges basic rights and allows for the means to fairly value both water and how it is to be
used. Valuation entails community-managed monitoring, which facilitates infrastructure planning and
management, and it requires international support. Vitally important is transparent governance on which
civil society thrives. When candid, diligent and effective management of water is missing, issues of
water shortage can quickly transform into violent confrontation over basic human rights.
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A Life-Threatening Crisis
Water is one of the most widely distributed substances on earth, and is a basic human
need. A phenomenal amount of water is required to grow our food crops, especially waterintensive crops such as rice.1 It is also an important means for navigation, transport, industry and
energy. Because of its usually pervasive, plentiful nature, and because as it moves through the
hydrological cycle it is self-cleaning, human communities came to assume the inherent purity and
abundance of water. 2 However, we have been careless and water has for the most part gone
untreated and unprotected. Worldwide, we are challenged to provide enough water at the right
time and place for even basic uses. For the first time in history water resources and their
availability over time and territory is determined by our activities, including agriculture, forestry,
mining, manufacturing and energy production.3 Though many of us suffer from inadequate access,
we still manage to capture an estimated 54 percent of accessible runoff.4 Of that, irrigation takes
nearly 70 percent globally, but that ratio is slowly changing due to improved systems, such as drip
irrigation. It may not be enough. Summing this situation up, Sandra Postel once wrote: “As the
future gains get harder to come by, an important question becomes, Irrigation for whom and for
what?”5 This is a dynamic environment, ripe for conflict.
Wanting to profit from an unstable situation are large water-privatizing entities who some
refer to as “water barons.”6 Ken Conca, an authority on water privatization, describes a meeting of
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) at the Second World Water Forum in 2000, where a
World Bank official and advocate for privatization identified two controversies blocking the Bank’s
world water vision. One was resistance to water infrastructure projects; the other “was linked to
controversies around water pricing, water property rights, bulk water exports, privatization, and
foreign ownership in the water sector.”7 Homer-Dixon believes such controversies may escalate
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into violent confrontation because of our essential requirement for the resource, and because it can
be physically controlled, even seized. For example, note in Fig. 1 a positive feedback loop
between issues and effects that can nudge societies into violent conflict.

Fig. 1 Types of Conflict likely to arise from changes in water allocations in the Third World.8
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Water Rights
Societies have been slow to acknowledge an inherent right to water. The 1972 Stockholm
Conference on Water called for improvement in drinking water quality and sanitation around the
globe. In 1977, the First U.N. Conference on Water at Mar del Plata, Argentina signaled
awareness of a growing problem, but reaction was tepid.9 The United Nations Conference on
Environmental Development (UNCED) meeting of June 1992, in Rio de Janeiro, states that water
issues are critical, but contains no conditions for development of resources or stabilizing the
environment.10 With international government at that time unwilling or unable to act in a decisive
way, an opportunity existed for profiteers and their allies in local government.
Private interests wanting to control at least portions of the public water sector include
privately owned and operated but publicly regulated utilities that have grown through gradual
acquisitions, engineering firms invested in planning and designing facilities, construction
companies that plan and build such facilities, and manufacturers and supplier of services.
Beginning in 1999, in a lightly regulated environment,11 a wave of utilities consolidations initiated
enormous corporate growth and ultimately control of even entire watersheds.12 A dominant handful
of international, mainly European firms, typified by Vivendi Water, benefited other international
interests (e.g., Bechtel Corporation) with increased investment in infrastructure, binding them into a
united faction.13 Emerging global water forces have not necessarily benefited water users. As
regulatory agencies have turned a blind eye, consumers have been harmed, particularly in
developing countries with surging populations, where water shortages are typically most acute.
The discrepancy between wealthy multinational corporations taking advantage of Third World poor
sets the stage for conflict. Indeed, a seminal document, “Global 2000 Report to the President,”
warned of water wars:
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As pressures on water resources increase, conflict among nations with shared water
resources are likely to intensify. Interstate disputes between upstream and downstream
users of multinational river basins are particularly apt to occur over questions of water
rights and priorities. Long-standing quarrels could easily worsen as pressures become
critical.14
Potential for Water Wars
Water wars have been fought since the first civilization at Sumer. The 1967 Six-Day War
began as a fight over water, according to Sharon. And in China’s Shandong province in 2000,
farmers rioted over insufficient irrigation of crops.15 Table 1 illustrates how tension over water
exists just about everywhere.
Table 1. Examples of unresolved International Water Issues, Mid-1990s.16
River

Nations with unresolved issues

Specific issues

Nile
Euphrates, Tigris

Egypt, Ethiopia, Sudan
Iraq, Syria, Turkey

Jordan, Yarmuk, Litani,
West bank aquifer
Indus, Jhelum, Chenab

Israel, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon,
Palestinians on the West Bank
India, Pakistan

Brahmaputra, Ganges
Salween/Nu Joang
Mekong

Bangladesh, India
Burma, China
Kampuchea, Laos, Thailand, Vietnam

Paraná
Lauca
Rio Grande, Colorado

Argentina,, Brazil
Bolivia, Chile
Mexico, United States

Great Lakes

Canada, United states

Rhine

France, Netherlands, Switzerland,
Germany
Belgium, Netherlands
Austria, Slovakia, Hungary
Hungary, Romania

Siltation, flooding, water flow/diversion
Dams, reduced water flow, salinization,
hydroelectricity
Water flow/diversion, allotment of water from
common aquifers, water titles
Irrigation (conflict mediated in 1960 with help
of World Bank)
Siltation, flooding, water flow/diversion
Siltation, flooding
Water flow, flooding, irrigation,
hydroelelectricity
Dam, land inundation
Sam, salinization
Salinization, water flow, agrochemical
pollution
Salinization, water flow, agrochemical
pollution
Industrial pollution

Maas, Schelde
Danube
Szamos

Salinization, industrial pollution
Water diversion, hydroelectricity
Water diversion, hydroelectricity

From an Inherent Right to a Commodity
Besides ownership issues, disputes over water often involve valuation. The resource has
tended to be low-valued in relation to others. Due to its weight and bulk, water is expensive to
transport. Water used in agriculture yields a return of US$.04 per ton; “after being captured,
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filtered, treated, stored and delivered by municipal supply systems,” water delivered for urban
residential use delivers a half dollar of profit per ton.17 On its surface, water appears cheap; but
some would sell it dear.
Coupled with water valuation are three basic economic and political principles centering on
costs versus scarcity. First, due to the nature of supply and demand, costs for water management
and allocation can be high relative to its value. Where water is plentiful and balanced with
demand, water laws are simple and seldom harshly enforced. However, with scarcity, policies
become increasingly complex, for several reasons: first, advances in technology are converging as
governments seek innovative methods for resource allocation. Second, over vast areas and a lot
of time many minor decisions result in a confluence of groundwater extraction, water-polluting
chemicals from intensive farming activities and sedimentation from extensive logging. The effect is
to make it hard, especially in transitional cases, to assess and manage all influential costs. Third,
water as a pooled resource is a point of contention for those who would withdraw it first and those
who seek to use it later.18 It is also very expensive for managing interests, such as government or
privatizing concerns, to prevent unauthorized use. It is important to note that all of the above have
one thing in common: adequate data is lacking for almost all watersheds.19 Thus, due to the
nature of the resource and our difficulty in gauging it, normal market-driven methods of valuation
fail to prove privatization works as advertised, or is even necessary.
The alternative has been to sell water-supply services, for the purpose of attracting foreign
investment. Since private investment groups rarely finance these kinds of acquisitions exclusively
with their own funds, governments are increasingly offering service and management contracts,
contracts for constructing bulk water treatment facilities (known as greenfields), leases and
concessions; concessions are most common,20 and greenfields second.21 Ownership is also
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occasionally offered.22 Such stock, or public ownership of water rights, implies a commercialization
of water, or an “introduction of economic institutions into the water sector to guide distribution,
including the market, competition, and efficiency.”23
Recent trends toward either commercialization or privatization may have to do, as Ken
Conca has observed, about the Global 2000 report: “the notion of water as a free good available in
essentially limitless quantities will have disappeared throughout much of the world.”24 But
commercializing interests were already on the move. Certainly, water marketers and governments
have had many opportunities before this, but nationalistic events, especially in Latin America, kept
them in check.25 The reason for the present push into privatization apparently stems from a
perception that government funds are drying up at the same time failing water system
infrastructures are being pressed to expand.26 Also, in developing countries systems are typically
inefficient,27 and are unable because of a lack of data gathering stations and equipment (and, to a
lesser extent, corruption) to account for all the water they are responsible for.28 Meanwhile, public
investments (e.g., in bonds and stocks) are barely able to keep pace with current levels of
investment; at least in theory, future increases must derive from the private sector.29 By offering up
the prized asset of water, municipalities and national governments can raise their rate of return,
while reducing risks in order to attract private capital.30 Adding more pressure on governments, the
World Trade Organization (WTO) clearly views water as a commodity to be traded, and openly
affirms that water supply services ought to be internationalized, creating what one critic calls a
lucrative global “investment climate in water infrastructure [prepared to] remove corporate liability
and risk and access new sources that will provide public financing, financial guarantees and
political risk insurance.”31
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However, conceding an economic value for water “identifies but does not resolve the
central tension in water commercialization—the quest for price-induced efficiency versus the fear
that the price mechanism is inadequate to meet basic human needs affordably.”32 When it comes
to pricing anything, dictum in the West has for centuries been a free market mantra, where once
sufficient awareness of a valued commodity exists, its relative worth sort of floats to the surface, to
be skimmed for whatever profits the market might bear.33 The North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) and the World Trade Organization are both based on this hallowed principle.
It is, in the strictest sense, opposite of a system where water is priced and distributed by
government-controlled utilities—as is often the case with water.34
Though valuing water gives governments an important tool for managing water
infrastructure and for funding distribution, it does not address the core issue with water
commercialization on an international scale. Ken Conca wonders about:
the quest for price-induced efficiency versus the fear that the price mechanism is
inadequate to meet human needs. Unresolved is the question of how to reconcile
the contradictions between the dominant means of providing efficiency (pricing
and market mechanisms) and the elements of equity, voice, and participation that
underpin the idea of community.35
The Global Water Barons
Ranked in order of projects, the dominant water privatization firms are Suez-Lyonnaise de
Eau (Suez), Vivendi, Aguas de Barcelona, Thames Water and SAUR International. The former two
control about a 70 percent market share.36 Suez owns, for example, the water concession for
Buenos Aires and Macao, China, and was instrumental in creating the world’s largest water
privatization for Manila, Philippines.37 All of these companies have powerful voices in their own
governments, and tend to be controlling influences at international forums, including the tri-annual
World Water Forum and the United Nations (U.N.), where they often succeed in setting the agenda
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for water rights debate.38 That such efforts are successful can be seen in the numbers posted: in
1990-2001, 43 developing countries awarded 203 projects with private participation, pulling in
commitments from investors worth almost $US40 billion.
Equally persistent in promoting commercialization, if not outright privatization of water, are
those who rather casually suggest that the poor should buy their way out of a problem, by obtaining
bottled water, for instance, as Richard Meier does in a recent article in Science magazine.39
(Ironically, special interests in favor of privatization usually argue impoverished people do not have
funds to properly manage water.)40 Obviously, peasants buying bottled water will not pay the kind
of dividends seen in urban settings, so governments and lenders have turned to private water
companies, which represent a potentially enormous source of funds and management skills.
Linked with a poverty rationale is the idea that sustainable management, or development,
requires sophisticated measures that only advanced capitalistic societies understand and can
afford to implement. The World Bank specifically references studies of private water vendors in
Guatemala and Paraguay showing that competition “holds prices down to a maximum of 2.5 times
and 1.4 times the official utility price, far from the exorbitant rates commonly attributed to private
water vendors.”41 One of the reasons these businesses are being challenged is that they are
accountable only to shareholders, not to consumers. There is no local control or public right to
input in management practices, and customers are mainly urban and middle class, leaving not only
90% of the population who live in rural areas water poor, but also a considerable portion of urban
poor, who lack access to clean water.
Discrepancies between who benefits and who does not are huge and very difficult to
reverse, once ownership is transferred; making matters potentially worse, with privatization and
long term contracts comes opportunities for monopolization.42 But the Club of Rome, argues that
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privatization, meant to enhance economic efficiency, has been “conspicuously successful…
efficiency alone, however, does not lead to justice or equitable distribution [that is] the task of the
democratic state.”43 Failure to even acknowledge ethical responsibility allows such organizations
to dodge the enormously destructive impact of water privatization policies on civil society.
Undermining Civil Society
In debating the meaning of sustainable development, Alexander Gillespie suggests there is
both an ethical and political component.44 Ethically, sustainable development is intimately related
to three equally important considerations—environmental, social and economic. Government
attempts to assert the relative superiority of one or the other of these factors by manipulating or
disguising the facts has led to failures in management and to disasters on all fronts.
Noted earlier, the facts of the matter are not easy to come by; a lack of data on water
balances, a lack of control of water quality and inadequate preparation for natural disasters, such
as droughts and floods. The resultant effects have been extremely harmful in many respects, most
of all to public health.45 If not exactly due to an ethical lapse on the part of those responsible,
public officials certainly bear a large share of the responsibility for mismanagement. A grim
example of the mess a municipality can find it hard to extricate itself from occurred in Ontario,
when in 1999-2000, the Canadian government privatized water testing lab. Catastrophic results
soon followed privatization, including 14 deaths from an E.coli outbreak in one small town.46
The political impact of mismanagement is twofold: first, mistrust of local government
results in failure to cooperate in conserving water and adapting practices to changing, stressful
conditions brought on by earth warming. Second, perceived water misuse by civil society has led
local and national officials to assert their control of water. For instance in Latin America,
centralization of control by committees has left management vulnerable to manipulation by the
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agricultural or energy sectors of society. These municipalities have little voice in water
management, while landed barons, heirs to colonial rule have an inordinate say.
Centralization of control has become a driving force. This is particularly true with regard to
the monetization of water. Since money goes to a central governmental budget, water users never
know if their fees and/or taxes are being applied for the best management purposes. Lack of
transparency enhances mistrust, implements corruption and opens the door for state expropriation
of resources, including sell-off to well-organized, well-funded private interests. To counter such
powerful interests, political will can be directed towards wise policy-planning, with transparent land
and water use registration, and with effective, participatory management of all river basin assets.47
Too often ineffective policy planning results in the disruption of existing, sometimes
ancient, culturally embedded water management practices, which is clearly the case in Latin
America. The reasons for reduction in the scope of participation in that particular region have to do
with recent political activities at the national level, and with international political and financial shifts.
As water systems have been disrupted and traditional usage patterns altered—whether by
population movements and growth or by governmental interference—there has been increasing
need for external financing. With money, usually obtained from large international or national
banks, has come stringent controls. Since the 1940s, the World Bank has been a powerful force
for imposing such controls, which are usually implemented by its compliant friends: as of 2003, 84
of the Bank’s 276 “water supply” loans were conditioned on the basis of privatization. The trend,
seen in Chart 2, below, is dramatically up: privatization is the golden child of the World Bank.48
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Chart 2
On the face of it, such control can appear
benign, or at worst paternalistic. In fact, control
by committees of detached power brokers is
usually exercised with indifference to the
pervasive socioeconomic problems of mainly
rural peoples. Declining local involvement in
Latin America has to do with an historic shift
away from individual control to large estate management, initiated by Spanish rulers implementing
their hacienda policies early in the 15th Century, and often usurping peasants’ traditional water
rights.49 After the Spanish have come other would-be empire builders, including the U.S., whose
agents have at times actively conspired to overthrow Latin American governments.50 Leadership
whether democratically elected, appointed by a representative government, or installed by military
coup takes real risks when it allows American and European corporate investment. These
interests have a demonstrated tendency to want to grow profits free of the constraints imposed by
politicians, including national leaders.

The Latin American Situation
Latin America is of particular interest in this discussion for four reasons. First, it has more
privatization projects per capita than any other region,51 and more than 39 separate entities under
international water company control.52 Second, and equally unique, it has experienced persistent
grass-roots activism, which has for the moment arrested further privatization in many areas.
Third, there are singular lessons to be learned from historic examples of the impact of
water shortages on human civilization in Latin America. The ancient Maya—who excelled at
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building canals and reservoirs to sustain a population of possibly more than 10 million—imploded
after two thousand years of existence during three catastrophic droughts occurring in 810, 860 and
910 A.D. The sheer size of the Mayan empire may have made it vulnerable: unwieldy
management practices would have slowed its reactions.53
Fourth, and most importantly, Latin America provides us a unique record of the history of
colonial rule for evaluating colonialism’s legacy. Colchester points clearly at the intentional rule of
the colonists in Latin America, who meant to and succeeded in turning formerly self-sufficient
economies in Latin America into production sectors for exportable agriculture.54 This is not to say
their planning was grossly wrong. Across Brazil, Peru, Chile and Argentina, specific strategies for
managing irrigation were developed and implemented with particular attention given to maintaining
available systems, optimizing administration of water and environmental protection. All levels of
government were called on to integrate such policies into each country’s national plan. However,
the result was a massive shift in power: where before local communities were self-managing, “the
controlling factor became the available capital, which was funneled into hydropower engineering,
drinking water supply and irrigation. Only when problems began to develop were multi-purpose
uses of water considered.”55
Bolivia is a prime example of a Latin American country struggling with inherited
mismanagement of its resources. Its peasants are among this region’s most vulnerable, and its
economy has largely lagged all others. Yet, within the past few years these same poor rural folk
have set an example for those more fortunate: in a remarkable demonstration of effective street
politics, they found the means to displace both local government and a foreign interloper in their
water affairs.
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Case Study: The Water War in Bolivia
Late in1999 the Bolivian government contracted with a foreign investment syndicate led by
San Francisco based construction giant Bechtel Corporation to take total control of the City of
Cochabamba’s municipal water system. The new owners applied the full cost of their expenses
(including, one presumes, their capital outlay), and doubled the price of water, with the result that
all residents, even the poorest, were compelled to pay as much as $US20—more than half their
average monthly income.56 Bechtel garnered a minimum of fifteen percent profit on such pricing,
which was guaranteed by its contract.57 Opposing such price increases, as well as the sell-out to
foreign interests, the populace took to the streets, in what became known as the Water War.
Students organized peasants in a movement called Coordinadora de Defensa del Agua y la Vida
(Coalition for the Defense of Water and Life), and labor organizers rallied workers in organized,
massive and relentless protests, using street barricades as rallying points.
Though the government reacted with force, and in spite of mass arrests, persistent
protests eventually forced a cancellation of the contract. Bolivian authorities and local elites,
realizing the situation was spinning away from them, canceled the national privatization program,
leaving Bechtel out in the Andean cold. Bechtel filed claim for US$40 million, and litigation over the
broken deal continues. But a landmark bit of resistance had won the day for opponents to
privatization.58 Interestingly, in the 2005 “Limits to Privatization” report to the Club of Rome, Ralf
Südhoff asserts that Bolivian government constraints kept privatization from succeeding by
freezing water rates for five years, and by enforcing a mandate for potable water, which the
privateers wanted to substitute commercial grade (presumably gray, or non-potable) water.59
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Lessons Learned
Bolivian peasant resistance in the Water War proves they do not always have to put up
with excuses from the rich and politically well connected. How the resistance succeeded is
important for what it says about the resolution of conflict over water. Several points stand out, one
of which is a carpe diem attitude apparent in the general population and local leadership. In
Cochabamba, early unhappiness over unmerited water rate increases turned into revolution at
such a rapid clip that government with its military, and business with its financial sanctions, did not
have enough time to effect partial remediation or otherwise find ways to hold their ground. The
wave of resistance simply bowled them over. It is one thing to grab for power, however, and quite
another to know what to do with a challenging situation. Activist leaders in Cochabamba included
union organizers who had a ready agenda, and the organizing abilities necessary to the task at
hand when a power vacuum developed after the government reversed its policies.60
The cooperation and resiliency of government is an obvious requirement for peaceable
resolution of conflict. It is hard to say whether largely urban politicians were simply trying to save
their skins, or if they sensed a profound sociopolitical shift occurring in a rural population long
oppressed. The same may be true of the military, which quickly backed off in Cochabamba, once
strident protestors took control of the streets. Coordination between government leaders, the
military and strike organizers was significant and, in this case, successful in staving off a violent
breakdown of civil society.61
Internet-enhanced partisan media was effective in leveraging world opinion, and in the
process demonstrated its key place as an added instigator of change. Protestor-supporting
foreigners living in Bolivia and abroad helped with articles, campaigns, and even by their presence
in the streets. The spreading message of resistance galvanized a tremendous amount of
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sympathy for the resistance movement. Internet bulletin boards and email helped launch a
massive write-in of letters of protest to Bechtel’s directors, and that campaign took the Water War
to its corporate doorstep in San Francisco. Internationalization of the principles expressed in the
Water War helped bring purpose and promise to the on-going local struggle. Such firm resolve
was—and still is—necessary to withstanding persistent effort by privatizing interests to recover
from their setback. For instance, organizers of SEMAPA, the reorganized water company, talk
about “constant offers of huge loans, and even donations, should we agree to accept entities into
our operation that are closer to privatized businesses….”62
In their organizing efforts, community activists created a framework for ongoing
involvement. The result was that when Bechtel was gone, and the government lacked the will or
capacity to engage in a solution to the water crisis, these community groups took on the water
management role, wedging open, as it were, a political space. Broadened freedom to exercise
their rights has inspired the country, as well as activists elsewhere in Latin America and beyond,
and broadened support for grassroots democratic movements. This is not to say that economic and
political equality is at hand, but Bolivian peasants did break the back of privatization in their
country, at least for the moment. In an excellent analysis of the overall situation in the region, Paul
Trawick writes: “After decades of failed attempts at state administration, an experience Peru has
shared with many Third world countries, [it is laudable to turn] responsibility for the maintenance of
local irrigation systems, and even ownership of them, over to water user organizations.”63 To this
summary should be added Maude Barlow’s comment:
local stewardship, not private business, expensive technology, or even
government is the best protector of water security…local citizens are the front-line
‘keepers’ of the rivers, lakes and underground water systems upon which their
lives and livelihoods rest. They need to be given the political power to exercise
that stewardship effectively.64
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An elite class, a holdover from colonial days, continues to dominate agricultural lands
across Latin America. One of the few constraints imposed on them by governments has been the
proclamation of a universal right to access in a few countries such as Argentina and Bolivia.
However, no effort has been made by the local elite to assist peasants, who are living in many
cases a serf-like life style. Though the water issue is settled for the moment, a general
dissatisfaction with status quo in Bolivia is a problem that could rapidly become worse, especially if
climatic changes dramatically disrupt the situation. Tension within this and other Andean societies
might become explosive, making it all the more important for international government and NGOs
to stay involved.65
NGOs are prepared to engage with all sides of a dispute, as the Coordinadora did in
Cochabamba. These groups were different from earlier social movements in the Andes: by
mobilizing directly around the rejection of government proposals and policies, and by demanding
that the government deliver on the social contract to provide basic needs, they expressed genuine
political will. In this sense, Coordinadora committees became rallying points for civil society, and a
countervailing force to politicians and powerful international organizations.66 Other international
NGOs offer help as grassroots community activists. Assisting efforts to block privatization in
Mexico, for example, is Council of Canadians, which has helped educate children in sustainable
practices.67 However, for such populace-based efforts to succeed, all involved parties must
support at least the spirit of compromise. By joining together in what John Paul Lederach refers to
as “peace constituencies,” an influential role can be created for local communities, water policy
experts, and mid-level government officials. Such community groups would be encouraged to
participate in a structured, transparent approach for discussions and policy recommendations to
both national and regional governments.
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I. William Zartman has suggested that mediating groups need an effective leader, and in
Cochabamba’s case there existed the likes of Oscar Olivera and many peasant women (who
functioned for example as barricade commanders during the struggle).68 Such leaders set a
program for the kind of dialog so essential to progress.69 When knowledgeably led, groups can
effectively deploy cultural resources where governments often have a problem even recognizing
them. For instance, local leadership will be entirely aware of the importance of concepts such as
confianza, cuello and coyuntura, or trust, networking (personal charisma) and timing—the TNT of
peacemaking in the region. Engagement at the cultural level, suggests Lederach, is the hinge
upon which conflict resolution rests.70 From their success, community groups in Bolivia prove that
political processes so crucial to keeping or losing rights can be influenced by direct popular
support, especially when community leaders are, first of all, cognizant of how such policies are
perceived locally; secondly, are aggressive in the planning of such policies; and thirdly, are
dedicated to following through on them.71
Facing the Truth: Rights and Responsibilities
On quite literally a watershed day in 1998, the Portuguese President, Mario Soares, issued
the Water Manifesto, declaring water the property of all earth’s peoples, and “an inalienable
individual and collective right.” He also specified representative “Water Parliaments” as a means
for expressing the will and the needs of those who lack access to sufficient water supplies.72 But is
Soares necessarily correct in asserting universality of ownership? As long as government does not
assert its preeminent domain, individual users of a resource are considered by the legal community
to have rights of ownership. The security of this stake is directly tied to state security, as well as
government’s implicit bargain with its constituents to protect their interests. When government fails
in the latter obligation, individuals and their rights are vulnerable.73
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We are confronted here by an inherent incongruity: when the state feels incapable of
providing basic services and therefore agrees to the “commercialization of public administration,”74
effective control over implementation of policy is put in the hands of profit-driven, rather than public
interest-driven entities. Profit-over-people may work on Wall Street, but in public offices such
policy undermines the most fundamental public trust. Yet, politicians obviously hope that by letting
go of operational responsibilities, they also leave behind political responsibility. Due to the evergrowing cost of and difficulties intrinsic to sustainable management of aging water systems, the
opportunity to shift such an onerous burden must seem highly attractive. But removing
management from public oversight does not, as some economists have argued, result in greater
governmental transparency. Indeed, the opposite is true: lacking mechanisms to address failures
to deliver water, tension between government and citizens has arisen in numerous communities.
Looking at privatization in Yorkshire England in 2000, Bakker notes,
a central political economic contradiction of a privatized water supply industry:
maintaining a sufficient rate of return in a highly capital intensive industry with
extensive public health and environmental externalities requires price levels that
will be politically contested, and in some cases politically unacceptable.75
Equally contradictory is corporate pursuit of predictable revenue flows from a wholly unpredictable
emerging commodity such as water. As former IMF head Michael Camdessus has pointed out,
international water magnates want ironclad guaranteed profits, and the only way to get such
assurance is from public largesse in the form of World Bank-type financing, international
guarantees and extremely long-term management concessions.76
Equity and access issues can only be put aside, not ignored indefinitely by privatizing
water supplies, which will continue to be an unavoidable political subject that governments deny at
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their great peril. Universal access to water has been a fact of life for all societies not because of a
profitable model of financing, but because “governments have recognized the public health benefits
of prioritizing these commitments and subsidizing public water utilities.”77 What we have here is
exactly the sort of tension that John Paul Lederach would address when he suggests “the need for
a set of concepts and approaches that go beyond the traditional statist model.”78 Lederach
proposes that levels of leadership be identified for their ability to effect policy development and
change, with all parties playing relevant and significant roles in the process. Applying his
approach, Level One, or top leadership (including political, religious and military leaders), work with
their counterparts in other states to stabilize the situation, and see that a single high-visibility leader
will oversee the situation. Level Two middle range leaders from academia, NGOs and religious or
ethnic groups focus on problem-solving workshops, and help to educate the community in the
nature of the water crisis, and what has to be done to insure sufficient water are available to all.
Grassroots leaders, Level Three, which is comprised of local leaders, are more of an
implementation team in Lederach’s scheme.79 I would propose, however, that when sustainability
is an issue, especially when the resource in question is water, local leaders and activists must be
engaged early in the process, and be asked to deliver up their best ideas for creating and
managing citizen-run water systems.
Politicians (and societies) have a way of ducking responsibility that Lederach would have
them accept. This occurs in many ways, including playing with public perceptions and
manipulating distracting, sometimes-volatile ethnic rivalries.80 Where ethnic partisanship may not
be politically correct and is certainly immoral, other equally implausible arguments assert that
green policies are a negative burden on the economy and society. In what Jones and Martins
term the net effect argument, “environmental costs are often perceived as an extra burden that
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business has to bear. Similarly, environmental needs are often perceived as being sacrificed to
business interests,”81 and when attention to the environment has a positive impact on social
welfare, it also creates a more sanguine situation for business. Negatively, the environment may
suffer with increased globalization, with what these theorists call a net reduction in social welfare.
Critics who do not believe either governments or multinational corporations will be moved
by idealism challenge the assertion by environmentalists that nations and big business both focus
too often on short-term economic values, and that we all have certain environmentally relevant
obligations to future generations. The tendency of governments to make their deals behind closed
doors (e.g., the G.W. Bush administration’s energy policy)82 does little to dissuade these critics that
the global commons concept overreaches.83
Yet, it is a fact that as globalization proceeds environmental effects of policy begin to blend
with economic effects, and policy lines become blurred. Convergence of policies is most
pronounced where markets are highly integrated. Between nations, a distinction will be necessary
between competitiveness and comparative advantage.84 When one nation requires structural
change with “green” manufacturing regulations, it puts at least a portion of its industries at a
disadvantage.85 This uncomfortable fact of corporate life can provoke both politicians and business
managers into organizing highly deceptive policymaking and smoke and mirrors-kinds of reporting.
A tendency of corporations to keep opaque sets of books makes their claims about the
success of water policies suspect. This includes the optimistic reporting of the World Bank, which
has been known to exaggerate in its reports on the success of privatizing water rights. For
example, in Mexico, after a nearly a decade of private ownership, most inhabitants of Mexico City
did not know of the fact. Worse, when the facts do not serve privatization’s interests,
misinformation has been disseminated. As an example, in Chile, the Bank’s poster-child for Latin
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American water investments, while investors brag that implementation of the Water Code of 1981
created a boom in the irrigation sector, small farmers actually became worse off.86
Writing for the Club of Rome, Südhoff asserts that bidders for a project to expand the
number of water connections were judged by how little they required in the way of subsidies.
Conversely, he acknowledges few well-heeled investors will bid in such situations and those that
do have to be watched closely.87 Even then, success of such ventures is not assured: failures of
privatization abound on all continents.88
Community vs. Private Water Systems
Community-based water management systems have a better chance than corporate
systems because water is relatively more important to the local groups who determine and then
negotiate fair value water and water distribution. Even when calculating costs for the less fortunate
residents and workers in their watershed, or for downstream urban customers, for these small
groups working as a community, surviving and prospering would become local, not large
government responsibilities. In times of drought such systems would open up and be managed to
maximum efficiency (just as they were for millennia before the colonial era), so that the minimum
requirements for life can be met. But for such systems to work, all available community resources
have to be put to work, just as Coordinadora functioned in Bolivia. Governments, and international
organizations including banks need to be involved to help guide this process. Above all,
governments have to, on the one hand, be ready to yield power to the disenfranchised, and, on the
other, be willing to accept responsibility for supplying the most basic of services to its people.
Government avoidance of responsibility to manage water supplies, and/or just plain incompetence
in appropriately addressing such responsibilities has led to a widespread shirking of responsibility,
typified by the willingness of governments to hand over control of water to privatizing interests.
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In 1996, the U.N. floated the idea of local control through its Commission on Sustainable
Development when it made some of the earliest efforts to address environmental issues in Latin
America.89 The predicament is that the most difficult step is giving up unilateral control; yet power
sharing is possible. The stage is set for compromise in Latin America, where aggressive water
privatization efforts appear to be failing in the face of popular opposition. In such a setting, even
the most intractable disputes can be brought up for discussion.90
Power Sharing
Governments must be compelled to act on such opportunities, for an escalation of the
scope of conflict often accompanies an increase in the degree of trouble that mediators seek to
address. For example, Table 2 looks at how failing to effectively address equitable distribution of
water (#3) might lead to relative deprivation and communal entanglement with authorities—exactly
what happened in Bolivia. If local community engagement fails to deliver, which appears to be the
case now in the U.S. - Mexican transborder region, international involvement can become
unavoidable.91 As civil society strengthens (#2), international courts may adjudicate disputes—
Table 2. Comparison of Conflict Types.92
Conflict Type

Objective Sought

Conflict Scope

1. Simple water scarcity
2. Strengthening civil society

Relief from deprivation
Protection and reinforcement of
community identity
Equitable distribution

International
International or domestic

3. Relative deprivation

Domestic (with international
repercussions)

exactly the situation in Cochabamba. Unrelenting, severe drought (#1) puts the situation in the lap
of the international community, including governments and NGOs.
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Political leadership shies from instability. In order to stabilize local communities on the
issue of water rights, it must, first of all, assure them of their rights. Assurance (different than
enforcement of rights) means that costs go up for anyone trying to wrest control away from
traditional owners. Privatization is of economic interest only so long as water will yield a profit.
When water is valued upward for whatever reason to where ratios degrade profitable returns,
investors depart, as we have seen in Bolivia. Second, political interests must restructure their
priorities, putting basic, long-term rights of water users and environmentally sustainable policy
making ahead of short-term investment returns. Third, to enable such projects, public financing
must be arranged to allow for existing infrastructure to be maintained and improved upon, and for
new systems to be built with environmentally appropriate planning. Successes in local
management are due to readily available funds of sufficient scope and flexibility for communities to
self-manage and maintain water systems (which was the case in Cochabamba after its Water
War). Financing of a community-responsive policy begins with a strategy that balances long-term
debt servicing and environmental targets with realistic means for repayment, and with the cost of
money in international markets. For example, internationally backed funding mechanisms similar
to those built into the Kyoto Protocol for energy,93 enables the world at large to help developing
countries to manage water issues at the local level.94
Last, to maintain infrastructure and community support, local interests must be organized,
trained and educated in sustainable practices. Schooling can be facilitated by the participation of
NGOs—such as the Council of Canadians—working with mid-level government officials and local
leaders. Though his platform was First Tier, Mario Soares’ ideas are examples of an independent
input that a mid-level NGO brings to Lederach’s Second Tier mediation. A water parliaments type
of organization can be highly effective in pressuring both business and politicians to implement
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sustainable practices in management and ownership of water systems. Pension funds are another
form of NGO that have great potential to influence trends as their investment in multinationals
grows.95 HealthWrights, too, is a non-profit organization committed to health, basic rights, social
equality, and self-determination of disadvantaged persons and groups.96 Such organizations
comprise an emerging network of water resources management teams, epitomized by the
International Water Resources Association (IWRA). This organization has been effective in
undermining an assumption that international water politics and policy are such an easy fit. To the
contrary, its expert membership emphasizes how everyone is a stakeholder, “that everything is
connected to everything else.”97 An example of its influence is seen in frequent references made
by the World Bank to IWRM recommendations for a holistic approach to water management. The
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) is another group that like IWRM might become an
institutional component in a framework for preserving and promoting public water rights. Unlike the
World Bank, FAO underscores those “special attributes of water that make a high degree of
government involvement in the sector inevitable.”98
If government participation is to be anticipated, one wonders why the U.N. has abstained
from openly confronting the World Bank over the water privatization movement. It needs to be
involved, however, for its authority as a neutral mediator helps to restore legitimate authority in a
severe crisis, and can ease both sides into productive dialog in advance of trouble erupting. The
U.N.’s limitation in this regard, as Zartman pointedly states, is that “rapid and decisive”
engagement is extremely difficult for what has become an unwieldy bureaucratic institution.99
Another key part of the reason the U.N. has difficulty engaging with grassroots, or the Tier 3 level,
is because it is, after all, a collection of sovereign states.
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Looking at the mechanisms making local management effective, Tsuyoshi Hashimoto
theorizes that top-down management becomes institutionalized because the state almost always
initiates development of resources. Yet, he notes that “a bottom-up approach would ensure better
satisfaction of basic needs in the vicinity of the local people, such as the use of local springs or dug
wells for water supply….”100 He correctly points out that what may work on the local level fails to
address regional needs and issues. Conversely, Boelens argues that though communities
(specifically Andean) have proven their capacity to govern water according to their own dynamics,
ethnographic studies show that “national legislation and public policies deny, ignore, or only barely
acknowledge the existence of rural and indigenous norms.”101 Those who promote top-down
thinking do not take into account the critically important requirement for creating a structure that
includes active input and at least some degree of self-management. It also does not calculate
properly the importance of the human instinct for “comfort groups, or circles of trust,” as Daubon
and Saunders put it.102 Without cohesive local support, society loses valuable input from those
with an intimate understanding of upstream resources. Without what the Kettering foundation
stresses as essential deliberation and sustained dialog among well-prepared community
leaders,103 there is a risk of disenfranchising people of basic rights,104 undermining civil society,
and setting the stage for violent conflict.105
Conclusions and Recommendations
It need never get to the point of confrontation if developed nations prepare adequately for
distribution and redistribution of water as necessary and with an understanding that peace is at
stake. As I have shown in the case of Cochabamba, a rock-solid redistribution program is most
valuable when it entails returning control of water resources to local people, and then holding them
responsible for what the community agrees is acceptable practice. Siding with the Carnegie
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Commission’s structural approach, to properly manage our water resources we need a global
water ethic, including near universal agreement on fundamental humanitarian principles.106
The root of social injustice in efforts to privatize water is inequitable economics and
unresponsive governance, and politically derived structures linking the two.107 The World Bank, in
association with national and international interests, is the key player in fabricating—or at the very
least, sustaining—these structures.108 But it is our global community, including especially
governments of the U.S. and European Union, that prop the system up. Western mercantilist
democracy, so favored by the modern world (even to a large extent in China), idealizes
privatization. Believers in a mercantilist mantra have difficulty seeing how assurance of propriety
rights has an economic and social payback—making it as Doris Fuchs alliterates, a “political
plus.”109 Assurance of rights will not, de facto, solve environmental problems, but the policy can be
considered as helpful, not harmful to politicians.
Toward a new (or at least revamped) ethic, I propose here a six-point peace building
agenda for returning control of water to where it belongs, and where it is most effective and fair.
First, is acknowledgement of each human’s right to enough water to sustain life, and of the need to
properly value any water consumed beyond that needed for life. This necessarily includes frank
admission of the issues contributing to what may be systemic problems; it also includes specific
initiatives and projects for dealing with such issues.
Second, is acknowledgement of the need to properly value water for all other sectors,
including agricultural, forestry, mining, energy and industry; and, with credit for the idea to
Lederach, valuation must include reconciliation of each sector’s ideas of valuation.110 It follows that
actual costs of wasteful practices involving resources are allocated to the proper sectors.
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Third, installation of community-managed, Level Three monitoring (e.g., hydraulic gauging
stations) on all major waterways, and along key points throughout major watersheds, is necessary
in order to provide data needed to insure water is being used as agreed and that truly equitable
rates are being driven by use, not political connections. Equally vital, such data also helps to set
realistic sustainability goals and to create appropriately far-sighted management plans.
Fourth, financial instruments, including Overseas Development Assistance (ODA), must be
made available and be sufficiently flexible enough to see that plans and policies really happen
without overburdening individuals or community. Fifth, transparent disclosure of such plans and
policies is mandatory, in order to win the hearts and minds of local communities. Sixth, there must
be equally transparent administration of water management rights, thus assuring civil society of the
veracity of government’s intentions. With this structural approach to peace-building, the rationale
and legitimacy of policy is easier to accept; trust in governing systems is embedded and
consequently better managed; the environment is less degraded; civil society is strengthened; and
the chance of violent conflict is greatly reduced.
A peace building agenda demands unflinching support from governments, mass media,
religious organizations, and major international humanitarian agencies, such as the World Food
Program (WFP), Mercy Corps (MCI) and the International Red Cross (ICRC), as well as institutions
at all levels. Financial dreadnoughts such as the World Bank must alter course and begin to fund
efforts at repatriating water rights in areas where they have been lost, in helping guide locals
toward effective management techniques, and in building and repairing adequate infrastructure.
Political leaders will have to get involved, even become leaders in the effort, and that includes the
U.N., which, in the opinion of Hilary French, is focused now not only on economic and military
interests, but also on environmental security.111 To allow private interests to gain control for their
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own selfish interests of something so vital an element as water by its own inaction is to destabilize
all institutions. The U.N. surely risks antagonizing major sources of funding, but it must face up to
and engage with governments and NGOs far in advance of the possibility for violence. To begin in
the middle of conflict is to ask for often lengthy, possibly failed, and certainly acrimonious dialog.
It is my conclusion that governments can establish institutional frameworks respectful of
the basic rights of each person, just as Mario Soares has described, and thereby promote the idea
of sound water resource management. By reducing demands on the state to manage
infrastructure and by improving, as Michael Doyle says, society’s ability “to articulate and meet
public needs,”112 civil society will be strengthened and enlightened water management made
possible. Civil society, represented by communal association and led by culturally attuned leaders
will provide a secure foundation for infrastructure, and government will be less prone to making
those moves that lead to violent conflict. Strengthened, civil societies will feel motivated by a
shared vision, or as Lederach says, “a commonly defined future.”113 That future must include a
structure that provides for the wisest possible use of the only water we will ever have.
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